


At Baby CateCoin, we believe that all investors no matter their investment
magnitude have the right to gain great profits and returns. 

 
Hereby, our mission is to provide a platform comprising a Decentralized

Application (DApp) tool supported with educational approaches that
would secure our investors with a top-notch level of control and

confidence throughout their $BabyCate investment, and by that earning
all our holders trust. 

 
Baby CateCoin's innovative ecosystem and tools will bring along a

revolution to how crypto is being perceived, adding an extra layer of
security to our loyal investors. 

 

Buy BabyCate, Make BSC Safer, Quicker, and Better!





THE REAL HYPER-DEFLATIONARY TOKEN

Baby CateCoin ($BabyCate) is a bsc-based crypto currency
that grants its holders instant rewards on all transactions
while protecting their investments with a unique burn
protocol. This is the native coin of the upcoming
BabyCateCoin ecosystem.

THE CONTRACT: 

The burn function of Baby CateCoin exchanges liquidity
from the reserve pool to the main liquidity pool, sending
those to the burn address. This creates a supply that is
continuously burnt while creating a high demand, and in
return, creating more value to $BabyCate holders.  

The contract collects only 10% fees on all buys and sells,
those are as follow:

            -3% Liquidity
            -3% Reflections to holders
            -2% Buyback and burn
            -2% Marketing

Introducing

Baby CateCoin



The Baby CateCoin burn function is supported by a strategic
buyback approach. The dynamics of this means that once 200
Billions BabyCate tokens are collected from transaction fees,
those are then sold, converted to BNB, and locked in the
contract automatically. 

Such an accumulating budget is set for the sole purpose of
buying BabyCate back from the existing market supply. Once
this buyback is completed, all tokens are then directly burnt,
minimizing existing supply and encouraging holders to HODL.

Such an innovative and exclusive approach aims to create a
sustainable growth even at the situation of a bear market. In
other words, we will be doing great when everyone else is
crashing!

BabyCate UNIQUE
BURN FUNCTION



IN THE WORK

Baby CateCoin Wallet

THE PROBLEM

Cryptocurrency wallets are subject to a number of vulnerabilities
ranging from deanonymizing dust attacks to phishing attempts trying
to steal their tokens, or more physical issues like device theft or loss.

Ideally we wouldn't have to worry about wallet issues at all. What if
you knew that your wallet cannot be hacked and your tokens can not
be stolen? What if you didn't need to carry your wallet wherever you
go? As bringing peace of mind to investors is one of BabyCate's core
tenets, we are proud to introduce BabyCateCoinWallet.

THE SOLUTION

BabyCateCoin wallet is a decentralized secure vault that resides
directly on the blockchain. BabyCateCoin Wallet is a complementary
product to MetaMask, TrustWallet and other decentralized wallets,
providing security enhancements to them much like a hardware
wallet, except with the additional protection of being secured on the
blockchain rather than a physical device.

BabyCateCoin wallet will ensure that even if your phone or laptop is
lost or stolen, that you and only you will have access to your tokens
and without the additional concerns that arise from losing your
hardware wallet or having to carry it everywhere you go.

BabyCateCoin is seeking to resolve wallet safety issues and to put an
end to hacks and phishing scams once and for all.



IN THE WORK

Baby CateCoin Swap

THE PROBLEM

With the additional security of BabyCateCoin WALLET, you
would first need to bring tokens into your regular wallet to
trade them

THE SOLUTION

To make the use of BabyCateCoin WALLET as safe, secure
and easy to use for investors, we are also bringing EverSwap
exclusively to BabyCateCoin WALLET to trade (buy, sell, and
transfer) any tokens available on PancakeSwap directly to
and from BabyCateCoin WALLET.

BabyCateCoin SWAP allows the tokens to remain securely
locked in BabyCateCoin WALLET, without needing to release
the tokens to the main wallet to perform the swap.

EverSwap therefore provides investors with additional layers
of security and convenience, while giving access to a
seamless and efficient method of cryptocurrency transfers.



www.babycatecoin.net


